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Special thanks to our GUEST ILLUSTRATOR AMBER W JOHNSON 
for creating our August cover and helping feature creatures, real and imagined. 
Originally from the USA, Amber now lives in Canberra with her husband, 2 
daughters, and their dog, Rooster. She has always loved drawing and painting, 
particularly animals. When not making art she reads Science Fiction and Fantasy 

books (especially if there are any dragons involved), roller-skates, gardens and goes on adventures 
with her family. You can find her work at https://amberwjohnson.wixsite.com/illustration or on 
Instagram @amberwjohnson  

WRITE NOW 
Has Amber created the scene for a sea monster or a space monster?  
What kinds of creatures are in the ship?  
Is the journey set for a battle or for exploration? 

COLLIDE - SHARE YOUR FAVOURITE BOOK 
by creating a book trailer. 

Our wonderful COLLIDE Ambassadors will help you 
with their tips and tricks. 

MEET OUR COLLIDE AMBASSADORS: 

DEB ABELA uses “images, text and music to capture 
the feel of a book, hint at the characters and story, and 
ultimately makes the viewer desperate to read the 
book”; 

TRISTAN BANCKS finds the “collision point between 
books and motion pictures”; and  

NATHAN LUFF who can “turn a book into a blockbuster movie in my mind”.to create a book 
trailer that features a book from the 2020 CBCA Notables List or an Australian title on the2020 
NSW Premiers Reading Challenge List 
 
Show others how great your book is. Check out extra hints from DEB , TRISTAN and NATHAN  on 
how to bring your book to life and be part of the  

2020 CBCA NSW COLLIDE Book Trailer Competition 
• Trailers can be submitted until August 31, 2020 
• Online exhibition commences September 1, 2020. 
• Winner in each category will be announced and the Book Trailer shown at our 2020 Kids 

Book of the Year event October 16, 2020. 
More details https://www.cbcansw.org.au/collide-book-trailers 

https://amberwjohnson.wixsite.com/illustration
https://www.cbca.org.au/notables-2020
https://online.det.nsw.edu.au/prc/booklist/home.html
https://online.det.nsw.edu.au/prc/booklist/home.html
https://www.deborahabela.com/videos
https://www.tristanbancks.com/2016/03/how-to-make-book-trailer.html
http://www.nathanluff.com.au/uncategorized/tips-for-creating-book-trailers#more-1125
https://www.cbcansw.org.au/collide-book-trailers
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KC meets with DEBORAH ABELA 
www.deborahabela.com 

I’ve always been short and a bit of a coward, which is 
probably why I write books about spies, soccer 
legends, space, WW2 and kids living in flooded cities 
with sea monsters and flying machines. I wanted to be 
an explorer when I was young, which isn’t good when 
you’re incredibly clumsy, but after I left university I 

went to Africa, determined to go exploring, which I did, but I was also harassed by monkeys, got 
caught in a desert sandstorm and was thrown in jail…twice! 

After that I decided I’d like to become an author and write about adventurous kids who were brave 
and feisty and sometimes a little clumsy like me. I’ve written 27 books so far, including my cranky 
climate change trilogy, Grimsdon, New City and Final Storm, and Teresa A New Australian, which 
was inspired by my dad who was born in a cave during bombing raids of WW2.  

I also wrote The Stupendously Spectacular Spelling Bee and The Most Marvellous Spelling Bee 
Mystery because of my grade 4 teacher, Miss Gray, who made me love words. My latest book is 
Bear in Space about a Bear who is different and loves space. When he builds a rocket and flies into 
space, something extraordinary happens.  

I’ve won awards for my books but I mostly hope to be as brave as my characters.  

When you create book trailers, your main aim is to make someone desperate to read that book. 
You want to include some main plot points but not give away any secrets or the ending. Maybe 
mention the characters and something you found intriguing about the story. Ask questions that 
your reader can’t wait to have answered. Add visuals and music that really bring the story to life – 
and make sure you have the right to use that music. You can search for royalty free music on the 
Internet. You’ll find a lot. 

When I watch a book trailer I want to be intrigued. I want to know just enough about the book to 
entice me to read it and I want to know something about the story and characters that pull me in 
but I definitely do not want any spoilers. 

So that’s what I’ll be looking for when I’m judging: Have you made me want to read this book? 
My clever partner Todd makes all of my trailers, so I am a big fan of his work, but I think my 
favourite is the Final Storm trailer, for the last book in the Grimsdon trilogy. It’s action-packed, 
exciting and hints at the main trouble in the story. To be honest, I like all the trailers for that series. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rewgPM7qB0k 
 
So have lots of fun thinking of ways to make me want to read the book in your trailer. I can’t wait to 
watch them all and add to my ever growing pile of books beside my bed. Enjoy! 

http://www.deborahabela.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rewgPM7qB0k
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CBCA BOOK WEEK 2020 - CREATURES REAL OR IMAGINED 

 
 
“Creatures can mean lots of things: people, animals, or funny 
monster dinosaurs.” -  Gwyn PERKINS (author and designer of the 
2020 CBCA Book Week theme illustrations).  
See interview with Gwyn in KC July, 2020.  KC for August continues 

building on the theme of CURIOUS CREATURES, WILD MINDS. 
Now, we search for IMAGINARY creatures. 

 

CREATURES - REAL, IMAGINARY or IN-BETWEEN 
~ URSULA DUBOSARSKY ~ 

Ursula is the current Australian Children’s Laureate 
and author    of over 40 books. 

Some creatures are real, some are imaginary – and some are in-
between…  

There’s a beautiful little shy Australian bird called the Night Parrot, 
so shy that people thought it had become extinct. But it’s not! In 
my short story, “The Night Parrot”, I invented a magical bird based 
on the real bird, but one that can speak and perhaps make wishes come true.  

You can read this story in a special publication, Tales of All Kinds: the World of Ursula Dubosarsky, 
published by the NSW School Magazine to help celebrate the Australian Children’s Laureate. Inside, 
as well as stories, all beautifully illustrated, there’s a poem and a play, and you’ll also find my 
favourite pal the Word Spy. And talking of talking birds (ha!), there’s even an interview between me 
and the Laureate Mapgie, all about what it means to be a Laureate. 

Happy reading as we head towards CBCA BOOK WEEK 2020. You can find out how to get a copy of 
“Tales of All Kinds” at these links.  

https://shop.theschoolmagazine.com.au/collections/frontpage/products/tales-of-all-kinds-the-
world-of-the-australian-children-s-laureate 

WRITE NOW 
Create the beginning of a story about a person, an animal and an “other” creature. 
What kinds of personalities or characteristics would you give each one in a story 
about a book trailer competition? 

https://www.childrenslaureate.org.au/
http://ursuladubosarsky.squarespace.com/
https://shop.theschoolmagazine.com.au/collections/frontpage/products/tales-of-all-kinds-the-world-of-the-australian-children-s-laureate
https://shop.theschoolmagazine.com.au/collections/frontpage/products/tales-of-all-kinds-the-world-of-the-australian-children-s-laureate
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ALL KINDS OF CREATURES 
~ TOHBY RIDDLE ~ 

tohbyriddle.wordpress.com 

Tohby is an author, artist, cartoonist, designer, wordsmith,  
and creator of over 25 books full of humour, history, artistic 
techniques and imagination.     

I’m very interested in all kinds of creatures we share our 
world with. If I look at my books, there’s a cat in my latest 
book, The Astronaut’s Cat (A&U, 2020); there’s a fox and a 
donkey in Nobody Owns the Moon; a donkey in My Uncle’s 

Donkey; dogs and a bird in Milo; and various animals in The Great Escape from City Zoo. 

Then there are the more mysterious creatures that inhabit, if not our physical world, then at least 
our imaginations. There are angels in Unforgotten; and in Yahoo Creek: an Australian Mystery 
(shortlisted for the 2020 CBCA awards) there are creatures variously known as hairy men or yowies, 
but in colonial times, yahoos. 
Yahoo Creek really came out of living in the Blue Mountains, surrounded by about 10 000 square 
kilometres of rugged bushland. I started to hear stories I hadn’t heard while living in nearby Sydney. 
And that aroused my curiosity! The artwork style of stamping and stencilling blue and black inkpad 
inks was also developed to capture the complexity and busyness of the Australian bush and its 
mysterious side too. 

It is a mystery why so many people have reported experiencing encounters with yowies – large, 
hair-covered, human-like creatures in the bush of Australia’s Great Dividing Range. Going by 
numerous colonial newspaper reports and a steady flow of contemporary reports, for some 
bewildered, shocked or terrified people yowies are not just creatures of their imaginations, they are 
noisy, smelly creatures that sometimes throw rocks at them! 
And for many Aboriginal people they are that and more, being 
important spiritual figures too. 

I never set out to make so many books starring animals and 
angels and Yowie’s, but if I reflect on why I might have, I 
realise that they are all fascinating to depict in books for what 
they say about who we are, metaphorically or otherwise, and 
how we live in the world.  

SOME SILLY SPELLS  
What did the wizard say to the twin witches? 
Answer: Which witch is which? 
What subject do they teach at wizard school? Answer: SPELLING 
What’s beautiful, grey and wears glass slippers? Answer: Cinder-elephant.  

https://tohbyriddle.wordpress.com/
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MYTHS AND LEGENDS 
~ WILL KOSTAKIS ~ 
http://willkostakis.com/ 

 
Will is an award-winning author for young adults. 
Monuments sees three kids skip school to search for 
the ancient gods buried around Sydney, and Rebel 
Gods continues their action-packed adventure, out 
August 25. 

An incredible story lights a spark in our imagination. My favourite fantasy stories as a kid usually 
began with a hero making a discovery that took them somewhere extraordinary.  

When I was finished reading, I would imagine there was a secret magical world hidden by the 
Sydney we saw every day. When I was older, I caught myself imagining the creatures of this secret 
magical world again - gods made of stone, fire, ice . . . powerful enough to make the world, and 
break it. I was curious what would happen if ordinary humans met these creatures, and what might 
happen next ... so I had to start writing, and that's where Monuments came from.  

FAIRY TALES are generally traditional tales that combine myths or folk tales with magical 
beings such as fairies or wizards. These characters include a healthy dose of imagination in all that 
they do and that draws us into the stories. 

MAGICAL CREATURES 
~ SOPHIE MASSON ~ 

https://www.sophiemasson.org/index.html 
 
Sophie has earned a number of awards and has 
written around 70 books ranging from picture books to 
novels for all ages, often including a variation of 
magical fairy tale elements as part of the story. 

Dragons, centaurs, elves, fairies, goblins, talking animals, trolls, and lots 
more: as a young reader, if at least one magical creature was in a book, I 
knew that would be a book for me! I so wanted magical creatures to be 
part of the world, you see. And as a writer I love creating stories where 
magical creatures are part of the world, too.  

In On my Way (Scholastic Australia), my picture book with illustrator Simon 
Howe, I tell the story of a child who excitedly reports to her mother about 
the amazing sights she’s seen, like a dragon on a wagon and a troll juggling 

bowls. Her mother doesn’t seem to find it strange at all - until the last couple of pages!  

http://willkostakis.com/
https://www.sophiemasson.org/index.html
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In Once upon an ABC (Little Hare Press), my picture book with 
illustrator Christopher Nielsen, you can discover a whole 
alphabetical list of amazing magical creatures and people out of 
fairy-tale and folktale and myth from around the world.  

In The Snowman’s Wish (Dirt Lane Press), which is illustrated by Ronak Taher, 
you’ll find a kind and cheerful snowman who loves the world so much he wishes he 
could stay—and his special magic makes something quite wonderful happen. 

BRAVE, BRIGHT, KIND YOUNG WOMEN  ~  KATE FORSYTH ~ https://kateforsyth.com.au/ 
Fairy tales were once shared in the “darkness of a long winter, in a market place, or as part of 
travels  . . . through life’s journey.” Kate has written over 40 books for readers of all ages. One of 
her specialties includes creating themes of fairy tales featuring strong female characters whose 
strengths go far beyond “marrying a prince.”  

Vasilisa the Wise & Other Tales of Brave 
Young Women 
The Buried Moon & Other Tales of Bright 
Young Women 
Snow White, Rose Red & Other Tales of Kind 
Young Women 

 
FAIRY TALE MIX - UPS - A mix up of characters, plots and perspectives 

ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE ~ SUE WHITING ~ https://suewhiting.com/ 

Fairy tales have long been a source of inspiration for me. Once you step 
into a fairy tale world anything is possible! And I love that.  

In Beware the Deep Dark Forest, young Rosie treks through a forest, 
swings across a ravine and defeats an enormous troll! The fantasy setting 
of the story makes this perilous adventure both possible and believable. It 
certainly gets readers’ hearts thumping, but does so within the safety of 
the pages of a storybook. A win-win. 

 

Good Question taps directly into well-known fairy tales and follows a hungry 
fox stumbling into all the wrong stories. Again, this fairy-tale world allows 
fox to encounter dangerous creatures – wolves and giants and bears – and 
believably escape them all. Such fun for a writer! Such great inspiration for 
creating curious creatures and exciting adventures for wild minds. 

https://kateforsyth.com.au/
https://suewhiting.com/
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HERO or BAD GUY? ~ DEB ABELA ~ 
https://www.deborahabela.com/ 

Wolfie is TIRED of always being the bad guy in books and for once, 
wants to be the hero! He is a curious creature and has a VERY WILD 
MIND, which he uses to imagine lots of heroic acts . . . but the 
illustrator, Connah Brecon, sadly has other ideas. 

When I was a kid, I loved a cartoon series called Fractured Fairy-tales. It was zany and wild and 
turned these beloved stories on their heads. Fairy-tales are full of villains, heroes, curious creatures 
and mischief and I think that’s why people love them. 
Wolfie: An Unlikely Hero by Deborah Abela and illustrated by Connah 
Brecon, Penguin Publishers 

CROWDED WITH CHARACTERS in The Wrong Book 
by Nick Bland -Scholastic Australia 

“This is not a book about elephants, monsters, pirates, queens, rats or 
puppets.” But you try telling this mixed-up parade of characters that they 
ARE in the wrong book! 

MIXING UP CHARACTERS – These phrases are borrowed from nursery rhymes and other 
traditional tales – Cinderella, Pinocchio, Three Bears, Billy Goats Gruff, Jack & Jill, etc. Choose 
something from each section to make up your own curious character. Use this to start writing your 
own fractured fairy tale.  

WHERE DO YOU LIVE? 
- in the belly of a whale 
- in a shoe 
- over in the meadow 
- under a bridge 
- in a very high tower 
- in the kitchen, near the fireplace 
- in a cottage in the woods 
- in a house made of straw, sticks and bricks 
- somewhere over the rainbow 

WHAT ARE YOUR HOBBIES? 
- dancing until midnight 
- riding around in vegetables 
- wishing upon stars 
- sleeping for 100 years 
- huffing and puffing 
- sneaking into carnivals 
- gazing into magic mirrors 
- sitting in corners 
- waving wands 
- spinning wheels 

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE FOOD? 
- porridge 
- handful of beans 
- wolf stew 
- scrambled eggs 
- pieces of candied window 
- ice cream 
- cabbage 
- apples 

WHO ARE YOUR FRIENDS? 
- marching ants 
- other pigs 
- spiders 
- a frog prince 
- donkeys 
- other feathered friends 
-  lions and tigers and bears, oh my! 
- diamond miners 

Now tell which story each of these phrases came from. [JCH] 

https://www.deborahabela.com/
http://connahbrecon.com/
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AMBLE EVERYWHERE WITH THE RIGHT WORDS 
~ URSULA DUBOSARSKY ~ 
Australian Children’s Laureate 

This month’s Laureate writing activity is about choosing the right 
words when you’re writing. It can make a big difference.  I mean, 
what if instead of August ambles I had written August accelerates? 
(Help, get out of the way!) 

Let’s try it in a story. The story starts: 
Mapgie ate the very last chocolate biscuit. 
Hmmm. I could write: Ursula was upset. 
Or I could write: Ursula was understanding. 
Two very different stories there! See how important it is to pick just the right word? 
I know, why not try it using your own name?  Here are some examples to get you going. Enjoy 
yourselves choosing – the power is yours… 

Mapgie ate the very last chocolate biscuit. Sandy was suspicious or Sandy was surprised. 

Mapgie ate the very last chocolate biscuit. Ferooz was fortunate or Ferooz was flabbergasted. 

The right words always make a difference. Keep up with great hints. WRITE WITH URSULA on the 
Australian Children’s Laureate site. https://www.childrenslaureate.org.au/write-with-ursula. 

One of Ursula’s most recent books is Brindabella, Illustrated by Andrew Joyner (Allen 
and Unwin publishers. It is the story about a boy called Pender, an orphaned kangaroo 
called Brindabella, about how they became friends. 
http://ursuladubosarsky.squarespace.com/brindabella ] 

WRITE NOW - Describe a special experience you have had with an animal. 
How did it change the way you think about animals and our world? 

SCIENCE, STORIES & IMAGINATION 

The theme of National Science Week 2020 (August 15 – 23) 
https://www.scienceweek.net.au/ 

is Deep Blue: innovations for the future of our oceans 
It is a good excuse to stop and reflect on SCIENCE AND IMAGINATION 
as part of our world.  

Science and stories help us imagine and adapt ideas that will shape 
our world. They both depend on imagination and help us ASK and 
ANSWER the question, “WHAT IF?” 

https://www.childrenslaureate.org.au/write-with-ursula
http://ursuladubosarsky.squarespace.com/brindabella
https://www.scienceweek.net.au/
https://www.scienceweek.net.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/deep_blue_poster.jpg
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LINK TO THE SEA WITH POETRY 
Poetry can blend the roll of waves with the patterns of words. SALLY MURPHY links the perspective 
of the sting ray with the response of the person the beach. 

POETRY by SALLY MURPHY http://sallymurphy.com.au/ 
As part of her blog entry Poetry Friday: My Shadow MAY 22, 2020 

(From the ray)  
 

 

(To the ray)  
 

 

 
SALLY MURPHY http://sallymurphy.com.au/ is an Australian author of over 
40 children's books. Her blog features Poetry Friday.  She loves reading, 
writing. 

Her latest book is a verse novel that shares the nature of friendships, links to 
others through sport, belonging and dealing with the WORSE THINGS. 
(Walker Books)]  

SOME SILLY SPELLS 
What do you get if you cross a wizard with a dinosaur? 
Answer: Tyrannosaurus hex! 
Why can’t Cinderella play soccer? 
Answer: Because she’s always running away from the ball. 
How did Jack know how many beans his cow was worth?  

   Answer: He used a cow-culator! 

http://sallymurphy.com.au/
http://sallymurphy.com.au/2020/05/poetry-friday-my-shadow-2/
http://sallymurphy.com.au/
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LINK TO THE UNIVERSE with BEAR IN SPACE (Walker Books) 
BEING DIFFERENT ~ DEB ABELA ~  

https://www.deborahabela.com/ 
Bear in Space was inspired by all the kids I’ve met who are different. 
Bear is different too and often misunderstood. When this happens, he 
reads, mostly about space, and when he builds a rocket and flies into 
space, no one teases him, but he’s lonely, until something 

extraordinary happens. Whenever I felt sad as a kid, books and my imagination would always make 
me feel better. This is partly why I became a writer. Books are my happy place.  
Bear in Space is a story about being different and finding friends who love you just the way you are. 
The Build Your Own Rocket activity sheet Marjorie has made as well as my own handmade rocket is 
found on the front page of my website: http://www.deborahabela.com 
Deb has written books about spies, space, spellers, world savers, ghosts, history, creatures and 
more 
SPACE FACTS: 
Astronaut is a Greek word meaning ‘star sailor’. 
An astronaut’s footprints on the moon will last forever because there’s no wind to blow them away. 
The first dog to orbit Earth was named Laika. 
In space, there are black holes. If you fall into a black hole you’ll stretch like spaghetti. 
A constellation is a group of stars that when viewed from Earth create patterns forming shapes 
such as animals and mythological creatures. Marjorie has also created a beautiful constellation 
sheet with the names of all the constellations and a more facts about constellations. See this link to  
the universe: https://5fff7f43-629d-4ede-81dd-
84b3447b6075.filesusr.com/ugd/1d2e19_d711ae76fc4b4f368ad06b960cd12b17.pdf 
VIDEO LINK TO THE TRAILER: Bear in Space picture book by Deborah Abela and 
Marjorie Crosby-Fairall Australian version 
See also the video with Deb and Marjorie and Bear in the Story Scoop for August 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DBbAsWEv_EM&feature=emb_title 

INSPIRED ILLUSTRATIONS ~ MARJORIE CROSBY-FAIRALL ~ 
https://www.crosby-fairall.com/about 

The illustrations for Bear in Space were inspired by my son who was absolutely 
obsessed with space! He would walk around the house in his home-made astronaut suit, holding his 
rocket while imitating a walk on the moon. He would collect Space Facts and assemble them into 
books, just like Bear! 
When I was a little girl I escaped to the library as often as possible where I spent hours devouring 
picture books and minutely examining their illustrations. My imagination and the outlet of creating 
art has always been my escape. 
Marjorie decided she wanted to be an illustrator from a very early age. She has created characters 
that you just can’t help wanting to know more and more about. 
Marjorie also shares hints for How to Create a Book Trailer for a Picture Book 

https://www.deborahabela.com/
http://www.deborahabela.com/
https://5fff7f43-629d-4ede-81dd-84b3447b6075.filesusr.com/ugd/1d2e19_d711ae76fc4b4f368ad06b960cd12b17.pdf
https://5fff7f43-629d-4ede-81dd-84b3447b6075.filesusr.com/ugd/1d2e19_d711ae76fc4b4f368ad06b960cd12b17.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jv83FdT_SD4&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jv83FdT_SD4&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DBbAsWEv_EM&feature=emb_title
https://www.crosby-fairall.com/about
https://www.crosby-fairall.com/blog/2017/4/5/creating-a-picture-book-trailer-for-brothers-from-a-different-mother
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FROM THE DEPTHS OF THE OCEAN . .  .  

 
Aquatica (Five Mile Press) 
Lance BALCHIN 
Living species have been replaced by robotic 
species 

Australian Sea Life (Hardie Grant Egmont) 
Matt CHUN 
Detailed artwork and facts about sea creatures 

Explore Your World: Weird, Wild, Amazing! 
(Hardie Grant Egmont) Tim FLANNERY, Sam 
CALDWELL (illustrator)  
Share bizarre facts and vibrant illustrations with 
scientists who know 

The illustrated Encyclopedia of Ugly Animals 
(Hachette Australia) 
Sami BAYLY 
The beauty and facts of ugly animals 
 

The Ultimate Animal Counting Book (Hachette 
Australia) Jennifer COSSINS 
Count the comparative sizes and facts about 
animals 

What Colour is the Sea? (Fremantle Press) Katie 
STEWART 
Discover how the sea is no colour and many 
colours 

When the Whales Walked (Australian Geographic) Douglas DIXON, Hannah BAILEY- Illustrator 
video presented by Yvonne Mess on the Kids’ Book Review Site 

 

WRITE ON 
List 5 words for the SOUNDS, the LOOK, and the SMELL of the SEA 

SOME SILLY SPELLS 
Where does a scientist wizard work? Answer: In a labracadabratory 

What did the wizard say to the twin witches? Answer: Which witch is which?  
How many magicians does it take to change a light bulb? Answer: It depends on what 
you want to change it into. 

https://www.hardiegrant.com/au/publishing/bookfinder/book/australian-sea-life-by-matt-chun/9781760504694
https://www.hardiegrant.com/au/publishing/bookfinder/book/explore-your-world_-weird_-wild_-amazing_-by-tim-flannery/9781760501587
https://www.hardiegrant.com/au/publishing/bookfinder/author/sam-caldwell
https://www.hardiegrant.com/au/publishing/bookfinder/author/sam-caldwell
https://www.hachette.com.au/sami-bayly/the-illustrated-encyclopaedia-of-ugly-animals
https://www.hachette.com.au/jennifer-cossins/the-ultimate-animal-counting-book
https://www.fremantlepress.com.au/products/what-colour-is-the-sea?taxon_id=6
https://www.australiangeographic.com.au/product/when-the-whales-walked/
http://www.kids-bookreview.com/2020/06/video-review-when-whales-walked.html
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TO THE SKIES AND BEYOND THE UNIVERSE . . . 

 

The Astronaut’s Cat (Allen & Unwin)  
TOHBY RIDDLE 
Wonders of the Moon, the curiosity of cats and 
the precious beauty of Earth 

Aurora Rising (Allen & Unwin) 
Amie KAUFMAN and Jay KRISTOFF 
Is the universe really ready for the chaos of rescuing 
Aurora from a 200 year cryo-sleep? 

Australian Birds (Hardie Grant Egmont) 
Matt CHUN 
Showcasing the remarkable beauty and diversity 
of Australia’s birds 

Born to Fly (Midnight Sun)  
Beverly MCWILLIAMS, Timothy IDE – Illustrator 
Studying the flight of his chickens helped Harry 
become a significant Australian aviator 

Looking Up (Fremantle Press) 
Sally MURPHY  
Astronomy, family and surprises 
 

Mama Ocean (Midnight Sun)  
Jane JOLLY, Sally HEINRICH- Illustrator 
“As the rubbish thickens, Mama Ocean becomes 
more ill.” 

Our Birds: Ŋilimurruŋgu Wäyin Malanynha 
(Magabala Books)  
Siena STUBBS 
Birds of North-east Arnhem Land, named by the 
sounds they make 

Papa Sky (Midnight Sun Publishing) 
Jane JOLLY, Sally HEINRICH - Illustrator 
As the climate changes, the delicate balance 
between the cloud forests and the earth’s species is 
affected 

Under the Southern Cross (Walker Books) 
Frane LESSAC 
The night-time sky over Australia yields amazing 
discoveries 

Under the Stars: Astrophysics for Bedtime (MUP) 
Lisa HARVEY-SMITH, Mel MATTHEWS – Illustrator 
Review  
Planets, black holes & answers from the universe 

Remember CBCA Book Week 2020 is coming October 17-23 
HAPPY READING ALWAYS. Cheers- Morrie and Jackie 

This issue of KC was compiled by Jackie Hawkes with the help of lots of people who 
love reading, writing and ideas. Thanks to ALL. Your ideas are always welcome. 
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